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Abstract 
The recent enhancement of sensor devices, such as the Micro-Electro Me-
chanical Devices (MEMs) used for information collection and dissemination, 
has led to the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT), Internet of Vehicles 
(IoV). This new paradigm overlaps with many research areas such as the 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) where sensor nodes are deployed over an 
area to perform local computations based on information gathered from the 
surrounding. Virtual Backbone is a mechanism that aims at constructing a 
path with multi-hop from cluster-heads (CHs) to a Base Station (BS) via ga-
teway nodes. This mechanism is efficient since it allows enhancing the relia-
bility and prolonging the network lifetime. In this paper, we propose a new 
routing protocol, denoted Multi-Hop Routing (MHR), which uses a virtual 
backbone to improve the network lifetime and reduce the number of lost 
packets. The aim of our proposition is to find the best connection between 
the CHs to ensure a fast and efficient backbone construction while minimiz-
ing the energy consumption. MHR uses the number of Advertisement (ADV) 
messages, the residual energy and the distance to the BS in the choice of the 
backbone’s gateways. Our simulation results show that MHR outperforms 
EEUC and MH-LEACH in terms of packet delivery ratio and network life-
time. 
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1. Introduction 

In nowadays, the Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged as one of the most revo-
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lutionary events of this decade. This novel trend can be generally described as an 
ecosystem where the Internet is connected to the physical world via ubiquitous 
sensors. The IoT can be also described as the union of many research fields such 
as Ad Hoc Networks, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), VANETs and so on. 
However, the main general aspect remains the same: ensure efficient data collec-
tion and transmission to the base station while providing the best Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) and facing several constraints such as the high density and energy li-
mitation. For this aim, several techniques are provided in the literature like the 
clustering to cope with the high-density feature of the networks. However, one 
of the main issues with this solution is how to ensure an efficient connection 
between the CHs to ensure the routing process toward the destination. In this 
paper, we propose a routing solution denoted Multi-Hop Energy Routing 
(MHR), which uses a virtual backbone to improve the network lifetime and re-
duce the number of lost packets. The aim of our proposition is to find the best 
connection between the CHs to ensure a fast and efficient backbone construc-
tion while minimizing the energy consumption. MHR uses the number of Ad-
vertisement (ADV) messages, the residual energy and the distance to the Base 
Station (BS) in the choice of the backbone’s gateways. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related works cross backbone 
techniques in WSNs. In Section 3, the proposed construction backbone ap-
proach based on hybrid metric referred to MHR is presented. Then, it is fol-
lowed by the simulation results and performance evaluation presented in Section 
4. The paper is concluded in Section 5. 

2. Related Work 
2.1. Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) 

In [1], Heinzelman et al. proposed a routing protocol, called Low Energy Adap-
tive Clustering Protocol (LEACH), which is based on the cluster-head election 
using the generation of a random number. It assigns this role to different nodes 
according to a Round-Robin policy to ensure fair energy dissipation between 
nodes. Every round has approximately the same time interval previously deter-
mined. In order to reduce the amount of data transmitted to the base station, the 
cluster head aggregates data captured by the member nodes that belong to its 
own cluster, and sends an aggregated packet to the base station. Some nodes 
could lose energy too quickly since they are selected as cluster heads many times. 
The main disadvantage of LEACH is that all clusterheads communicate directly 
with the sink. However, the energy consumed between cluster heads and the 
sink is greater than the energy consumed among cluster heads and the cluster 
members. Therefore, the cluster heads will exhaust energy rapidly. In order to 
improve the network performances, LEACH has been enhanced in TEEN [2], 
LEACH-C [3], ALEACH [4], APTEEN [5], PEGASIS [6], LEACH-G [7], and 
HEED [8].  
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2.2. Energy-Efficient Unequal Clustering (EEUC) 

In [9], Li et al. introduce a distributed Energy-Efficient Unequal Clustering 
(EEUC) algorithm with the aim of balancing energy consumption and prolong-
ing the network lifetime. In EEUC, the nodes and the BS are stationary and a 
node can compute the approximate distance to another node based on the RSSI 
value. The CH election is based on the residual energy of each node and the dis-
tance to the BS. The BS broadcasts a Hello message to all nodes and each node 
computes the distance to the BS using the RSSI value. In EEUC, the closer the 
cluster is to the BS, the smaller is its size (Figure 1). Therefore, CHs close to the 
BS can preserve energy for inter-cluster data forwarding. The distribution is 
made by using the competition radius presented in Equation (1). A multi-hop 
routing protocol was also proposed for the inter-cluster communication. 

( )max 0

max

,BS
1 i

i comp comp
in

d d s
S R c R

d d
 −

⋅ = −  − 
               (1) 

In Equation (1), dmax and dmin are the distances of the furthest and the closest 
node to the BS respectively, d(Si, BS) is the distance between a node Si and the 
BS, is a constant coefficient between 0 1 and Rcomp is the radius of the biggest 
cluster. EEUC improves the network lifetime when compared with LEACH and 
HEED. However, in EEUC, a CH chooses a relay node from its adjacent CHs 
without considering the relay traffic balance. To enhance the performances and 
increase the network lifetime in EEUC, other protocols were proposed such as 
RHEED [10] and RUHEED [11]. In EEUC, the periodic cluster head rotation or 
election needs extra energy to rebuild clusters. 

2.3. Multi-Hop Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Protocol  
(MH-LEACH) 

Henrique et al. [12] proposed a Multi-Hop Low Energy Adaptive Clustering 
Protocol (MH-LEACH) that attempts to enhance LEACH’s performances. This 
protocol establishes a multi-hop communication between cluster heads and the 
BS in the network. In MH-LEACH, each cluster-head sends a packet to the 
nearest cluster-head which has enough energy and is turned towards the Base 
Station. Thus, if a cluster-head cannot send a message to another one, it will try 
to find another cluster-head based on the information contained in its routing 
table. The latter is constructed by the BS based on the signal strength level re-
ceived (RSSI). If the node Y received a packet from the base station with a higher 
RSSI than node X, it means that node Y is closer to the base station than node X. 
To see whether a cluster-head can be in another cluster head route table, the 
base station executes the following algorithm. 

( ) ( )( )if I noX EB I noY EB

then the node Y is a possible route to node X

− − < − −

“ ”
            (2) 

where: 
• I − noX −EB is the intensity of a packet received by the node X from the base 

Station. 
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Figure 1. EEUC Topology. 

 
• I − noY − EB is the intensity of a packet received by the node Y from the base 

Station.  
Contrary to LEACH, the communication between CH and the sink is not di-

rect in the case where the CH is not in the transmission range of the sink. The 
disadvantage of MH-LEACH is the fact that the selection of the same CH such as 
intermediate nodes consumed a lot of energy. Therefore, the network lifetime is 
reduced. 

2.4. Energy Efficient Hybrid Multi-Hop Clustering Scheme  
(EEHMCS) 

Ananya et al. presented a multi-hop communication algorithm [13]. This pro-
tocol uses a number of CHs as intermediate relay nodes to transmit data to base 
station when BS is situated far away from the deployment region. In this propo-
sition, the network is divided into two zones: near-zone and far-zone. In the 
first, CHs broadcast messages to all far-zone CHs and according to the received 
signal strength far-zone CHs select their closest relay nodes. The CHs of far-zone 
send their packets to CHs in the near-zone. Besides, CHs of the near-zone relay 
the packet to the BS. The major disadvantage of this protocol is that the near-zone 
sensors consume a lot of energy as they have to transmit their own data for the 
far-zone.  

2.5. Energy-Aware Multilevel Cluster Tree (EAMCT) 

Yan et al. proposed the Energy-Aware Multilevel Cluster Tree (EAMCT) algo-
rithm in [14], where the cluster heads with high energy are chosen to act as relay 
nodes directly. Furthermore, when the clustering tree is being finned, the num-
ber of relay nodes is minimized by performing optimization rules in order to 
reduce the amount of data exchanged between the nodes and to minimize ener-
gy dissipation.  

2.6. Energy-Aware Multilevel Cluster Tree with Gateway  
(EAMCT-G) 

To improve EAMCT performances, An et al. proposed in [15] an Energy-Aware 
Multilevel Cluster Tree with Gateway (EAMCT-G) algorithm. The aim of 
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EAMCT-G is to introduce some gateway nodes as relay transmission among 
cluster-heads. When a cluster head is chosen in EAMCT-G, it will send an invi-
tation to the other cluster-heads, which have not been added to EAMCT-G, 
within three hops to let them join. This process will be repeated until all the 
cluster-heads have joined in EAMCT-G. Using the concept of rooted tree, the BS 
will first be added to the tree acting as the root, subsequently, all the CHs are 
added to the tree gradually through gateway nodes. The building of the cluster-
ing tree is divided into two rules including: 1) rule 1: handling Invite messages; 
and 2) rule 2: handling Child messages. In the last one, when a simple node V 
receives a Child message (U, V) from the node U, node V chooses itself as a ga-
teway node, and the node that sent this message as its child. Then, node V sends 
a Child message back to its father. When the cluster-head node receives a Child 
message that is forwarded to it from a simple node, it will consider the simple 
node as its child. 

2.7. Hybrid Weight Clustering Algorithm (HWCA) 

In [16], we proposed (HWCA) in order to increase the network lifetime by using 
a hybrid metric composed of three parameters: the distance of the candidate 
node to the BS, its level of consumed energy and the number of neighbor nodes 
as calculated in Equation (3). A node with the smallest weight is selected as the 
CH. 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )1 2 3
max

, cN u dist u b E u
m u

N L E u
α α α= + +               (3) 

Here, m(u) is the metric of node u, N(u) is the total number of one-hop 
neighbor nodes of u, dist(u, BS) is the Euclidean distance of node u from the BS 
and Ec(u) is the energy consumed by node u. The energy consumption is ba-
lanced across the cluster by rotating the role of CH within the cluster and the 
size of the cluster was not taken into account. The major disadvantage of 
EANOC is that all cluster-heads send their data directly to the base station. 

3. Gateway Selection Technique 
3.1. Problem Description 

We will represent the wireless sensor networks using a connected, undirected 
graph ( ),G V E= , where { }1, 2, ,V n=   is a set of vertices, respectively re- 
presents each wireless sensor; { }1, , mE e e=   is a set of edges, edge { },i j te V V=  
represents the two nodes Vj and Vt that are within the radio range of each other. 
Assuming that there is a n-node wireless sensor network, the objective of this 
work is, after clustering phase, to choose the best gateway nodes to transmit data 
to the base station. We define a node as a gateway when it can be selected to en-
sure communication between at least two CHs. MHR represents an extension of 
the EANOC protocol. It aims to improve the network lifetime and reduce the 
number of lost packets. The purpose of the protocol is to send data to the base 
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station through the gateways nodes already selected. Like EANOC protocol, 
MHR uses the same mechanism for the election of clusters-head. Due to space 
restriction, we will focus in this paper on the gateway choice algorithm and we 
will not present the cluster-head selection algorithm. Based on EANOC proto-
col, we exploit the metric to obtain CH in order to have a hybrid metric to 
choose the gateway node. This method combines the formula (3) and other pa-
rameters. 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )max

, rN u dist u b E u
m u

N L E u
= + +                  (4) 

3.2. Hybrid Metric 

In this formula, we use: 
• N(u) as the number of nodes in the one-hop neighborhood of node. 
• dist(u, b) is the Euclidian distance from node to the base station. 
• Er(u) is the energy consumed by node u. 
• N is the maximum number of nodes that a cluster head can handle ideally. 

This is to ensure that a cluster-head is not over-loaded and the efficiency of 
the system is maintained at the expected level. 

• Lmax is the maximum distance between two nodes, which represents the di-
agonal of the area. 

• E(u) is the initial energy of node u. 
For the gateway choice, we use a hybrid metric gw(u). It’s obtained using the 

following formula: 

( ) ( )
( )max

,N_ADV rudist u b E
gw u

N L E u
= + +              (5) 

Using formula (4), we have: 

( ) ( )
( )N_ADV N u

gw u m u
N N

= + −                (6) 

And finally, we obtain: 

( ) ( )
( )N_ADV N u

gw u m u
N
−

= +                (7) 

We denote N_ADV, as the number of ADVs (advertisements messages). 

3.3. Algorithm Description 

In this proposition, the network is already formed and the cluster-heads of each 
group are already chosen. The main objective of the algorithm is the establish-
ment of the multi-hop communication between cluster-heads and the base sta-
tion. In order to ensure this, we choose some gateway nodes that will act as in-
termediary nodes if the CH is not in the transmission range of the base station. 
This choice is based on a hybrid metric which combines the number of ADV 
messages received, the distance to the base station and the residual energy. Our 
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proposition is detailed in the two following Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. In 
Algorithm 1, the nodes, which do not cluster heads, receive the ADV messages 
from the CH during the time interval Synchro_ADV. They use the RSSI from 
the ADV messages to announce themselves as gateways. However, if a node 
receives at least two Advertisement messages (ADVs), it sends a sendADV _GW 
packet to its CH which is containing its ID and its metric (formula 7). At the end 
of this algorithm, each node receiving more than two Advertisements (ADVs) 
must inform the CH that it is a gateway candidate.  
 

Algorithm 1. Candidate gateway declaration algorithm. 

1: Initialization: 
2: Synchro_ADV //time synchronize ADV messages and simple node 
3: isCH //is the node declared as CH 
4: OUTPUT: isGw //is the node declared as candidate Gw 
5: isGw = false 
6: if (! isCH) then 
7:   while (t < Synchro_ADV) do 
8:      if (ReceiveADV) then 
9:        adv_C H + + 
10:     end if 
11:   end while 
12:   if (adv_C H >= 2) then 
13:     metric = compute_metric() 
14:     sendADV _GW (id, metric) 
15:     isGw = true 
16:   end if 
17: end if 

 
Algorithm 2. Gateway selection algorithm in the CH. 

1: Initialization: 
2: P is the node position 
3: BS is the sink position 
4: R is the sink transmission range 
5: OUTPUT: I D is the ID of the chosen gateway 
6: L (u) = ϕ //List of ID and Metrics of candidate gateways 
7: if (isCH) then 
8:   if (dist (P, BS) < R) then //No need for gateway, send directly to base station 
9:      sendToBS() 
10:     while (t < Synchro_ADV _GW) do 
11:       if (receivedADV _GW (v, metric)) then 
12:         add (v, metric, L (u)) 
13:       end if 
14:     end while 
15:     if (card (L (u)) == 1) then 
16:       sendToGW (L(u) (0))  //only one available gateway, use it to send 
17:     else 
18:       choiceBestGw(L(u)) //to choose the best gateway from the list L (u) based on the lowest gateway candidates’ metrics 
19:     end if 
20:   end if 
21: end if 
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In Algorithm 2, if a CH receives a received ADV_GW (v, metric) packet from 
a candidate gateway, it adds the ID of this candidate to the list L. After a syn-
chronization period Synchro_ADV_GW, if it is a neighbor of the base station, it 
sends its packets directly to this base station. Otherwise, each CH chooses the 
best gateway among all the candidates present in the established list L. We note 
that if the CH is in the vicinity of the sink, so there is no need to designate a ga-
teway. 

The choice Best GW (L(u)) function in Algorithm 2 compares the metrics of 
the candidate gateways. It chooses the one that has the smallest metric value as 
the better candidate for gateway. After this choice, this node will be used when 
there is data to send to the base station. 

3.4. An Illustrative Example 

To better understand our proposition, we illustrate it with the example shown in 
Figure 2. After the clustering phase (not presented in this paper), all CHs start 
sending ADV messages in their neighborhood. These messages will be received 
and treated by the CHs’ neighbors. 

In Figure 3, the potential gateways send their proposition to their clus-
ter-heads to act as their first intermediary to the base station. In the sendADV 
_GW packet, every node sends its ID and its metric. For example, the CH with 
ID 20 received three sendADV _GW packets from the nodes 19 with 0.7 as me-
tric, 21 with 0.43 as metric and 3 with 0.87 as metric. 

Finally, Figure 4 shows how the gateways are selected and then the best path 
to the base station is built. In the same example, the CH with ID 20, selected the 
node with ID 21 as its gateway to the best station since its metric (0.43) is the 
lowest one between all declared candidate gateways. 

4. Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MHR using Castalia-3.2 [17] 
running on top of OMNET++ [18]. Sensor nodes are randomly distributed in a 
variable region in the simulation. The number of nodes is varied from 100 to 300 
nodes. A sensor node consumes 0.77 mW in the idle state, 35.46 mW in the re-
ception state and 31.32 mW in the transmission state. In our experiments, the 
base station is kept fixed in the middle of the network. The size of the transmit-
ted packets by the nodes to their CHs at each round is 200 bytes. The energy ef-
ficiency of our proposed mechanism is compared with MH-LEACH and EEUC. 
The used parameters’ values are summarized in Table 1. The networks lifetime 
is among the parameters studied in the WSN. We evaluate the network lifetime 
by running several simulations while varying the number of nodes (100 - 300). 
Generally, the network lifetime depends on WSN application requirements. 
Some of these applications require nodes to have a good coverage and thus their 
corresponding network lifetime metric is measured according to the lifetime of 
the shortest-living node. Other applications require only a specific percentage of 
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nodes to remain alive to achieve the application requirements [19]. Therefore, 
we evaluate the network lifetime by using a specific metric Half Node Die 
(HND). It is defined as the time elapsed in rounds until half of the nodes have 
consumed all their available energy. In the first part of our experiment, we illu-
strate the results in terms of the number of alive nodes against the number of 
rounds for 100 nodes. As shown in Figure 5, MHR shows a 38% improvement 
in network lifetime compared to MH-LEACH and 22% compared to EEUC. This 
is due to the fact that MHR selected fewer cluster-heads than the other protocols. 
As a consequence, the energy consumed is less since the cluster-heads are the 
most energy-consuming.  

 
Table 1. Parameter settings. 

Parameters Values 

Deployment fields 

100 × 100 
150 × 150 
200 × 200 
250 × 250 
300 × 300 

Data packet size 200 bytes 

Control packet 25 bytes 

Number of nodes 100 - 300 

Packet rate 4 Packets/s 

Sink position Center of the area 

Initial Energy 20 J 

Transmission range 45 m 

Deployment method Random 

Radio model CC2420 

Times per round 20 s 

Number of simulation repetitions 10 times 

 

 
Figure 2. ADV messages reception. 
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Figure 3. Send message to become gateway. 

 

 
Figure 4. Find best gateway. 

 

 
Figure 5. Network lifetime for 100 nodes.  
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Figure 6 presents the network evolution using the Half Node Die (HND) me-
tric, i.e. the number of rounds spent until half of the network is inactive. It de-
monstrates another time that MHR increases the network lifetime by more than 
20% EEUC and 38% MH-LEACH. This confirms that the gateway choice algo-
rithm is very energy efficient compared to these well-known protocols. 

Figure 7 shows the total energy consumed in all hundreds of rounds. It de-
monstrates that the energy consumed using MHR is reduced significantly com-
pared to MH-LEACH reaching 60% at 300 rounds, and relatively reduced com-
pared to EEUC reaching 21% at 600 rounds. After 600 rounds, all the nodes in 
MH-LEACH died and the number of alive nodes in EEUC drastically reduced. 
Then, EEUC consumes naturally less energy than MH-LEACH which saves the 
energy of the nodes. This will be seen better when analyzing the network per-
formances of our protocol MHR compared to EEUC and MHLEACH. 

Another important network parameter is the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). 
The PDR is computed as the amount of data received by the base station divided 
by the amount of all sent data through the whole network. Figure 8 displays the 
delivery ratio of every algorithm while varying the number of nodes from 100 to 
300 nodes. We observe, here, that MH-LEACH and EEUC lose more data than 
MHR algorithm. For example, with 100 nodes, MHR protocol delivers more 
than 35% of packets compared to MH-LEACH and 70% EEUC. This is princi-
pally due to the fact that our protocol uses the maximum of connectivity be-
tween nodes to increase packet delivery ratio. 

From all these results, we can conclude that our routing protocol MHR out-
performs EEUC and MHLEACH. In fact, it is based on a clustering and gateway 
selecting approach. Generally speaking, MHR is the most energy-efficient pro-
tocol from those compared followed by EEUC and MH-LEACH. However, for 
the network performances, MHR is the most powerful in terms of PDR from 
those compared followed by MHLEACH and EEUC for author/s of only one af-
filiation: To change the default, adjust the template as follows. 

 

 
Figure 6. Network lifetime in terms of Half Node Die. 
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Figure 7. Network energy consumption for 100 nodes. 

 

 
Figure 8. Packets delivery ratio. 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper, we proposed a new routing protocol based on a clustering me-
chanism using gateway nodes denoted MHR for Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSN). MHR is an extension of EANOC. The main contribution of this propo-
sition is the gateway selection algorithm. It aims to establish a multi-hop com-
munication between the different cluster-heads and the base station. For this is-
sue, we use a proposed hybrid metric in this choice. This metric is based on a 
combination of three important criterions: 1) the number of Advertisement 
(ADV) messages, 2) the residual energy and 3) the distance to the base station. 
After a clustering phase, the gateway that is common to at least two CHs pro-
poses to act as gateways. Then, the CHs select their gateways based on the lowest 
received metric. The simulation results demonstrated that MHR is more efficient 
than EEUC and MH-LEACH in terms of network lifetime and packet delivery 
ratio. For our future works, we will better measure the behavior of MHR using 
other network performance indicators such as the end-to-end delay. We intend 
also to study more deeply other criterions, which will influence on the gateway 
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selection algorithm in order to enhance the performances of our proposed 
routing protocol MHR.  
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